FACTS AND FIGURES TO SHARE WITH YOUR CONTINGENT...

Jamboree Flash Update
01 August 2018 – Issue 11

• JAMBOREE DAY ELEVEN
  o Weather - High 78°F/25.5°C, Low 64°F/17.7°C, Rain Chance - 60%

  o JAMBOREE MEDICAL SERVICES: When it comes to your health we will have you covered from head to toe –whatever the problem, wherever it occurs, no matter what the time!
    ▪ Strike your head during a fall while skateboarding.....the staff at The Park Medical have it covered....if they have additional concerns an escorted trip to the local hospital is arranged
    ▪ Got something in your eye that is driving you crazy.... the folks at Ophthalmology in the Specialty Clinics will have you seeing clearly in no time
    ▪ Chip a tooth horsing around at your campsite ... go directly to the Dental Service at the Specialty Clinics
    ▪ Get pitched off a bike on the BMX course and your foot “looks crooked and really hurts” ... you will be evaluated at Low Gear Medical, transported to Jamboree Medical for x-rays, and maybe return to camp with a soft boot or cast (for everyone to sign!)
    ▪ Your inhaler was lost and breathing is becoming more difficult. Go directly to the Base Camp Medical Clinic for timely assessment and treatment (a new inhaler)
    ▪ There is an accident in a remote part of The Summit...regardless of the hour mobile EMT/Paramedic will respond and appropriate treatment will be provided either on site or at the local hospital
    ▪ On the way to the Opening Show a contingent leader unexpectedly pitches forward striking his head on the road and is now lying motionless. Heart and cervical spine injury is suspected. On-site air medivac transport to the nearest trauma unit is initiated

• JAMBOREE MEDICAL: Comprehensive Medical Services * 24/7 * Anywhere at The Summit